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Easter Wall Decoration Sheep 
Extra explanation with the original pattern of the Easter Wall Decoration: how 

to make the sheep.  

  
Designed by Claudia Bierau of CB’s Creations 

https://www.cbscreations.nl 

https://www.facebook.com/CBsCreationsNL/ 

https://www.cbscreations.nl/
https://www.facebook.com/CBsCreationsNL/
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This is only the extra explanation on how to make the sheep. 

 

Take a look at the original pattern on witch stitches and abbreviations are used.  

 

Material: 

Crochet Pattern Easter Wall Decoration 

Acrylic yarn, crochet hook 3 and Fluffy yarn, crochet hook 5. 

2 Eyes or beads, a piece of pink yarn to make the nose and iron wire to make the spirals 

at the legs. 

 

Body/head 

Look at the original pattern to make the head/body. Crochet Rnd. 1 – 40. Fasten off. 

Rnd. 41. Use crochet hook 5 and close Rnd. 40 (the bottom) with SC, with fluffy yarn, 

1CH, turn 

Rnd. 42. All SC 

Fasten off. 

 

Hair 

Fluffy yarn, crochet hook 5 

Rnd. 1. 6SC in MR          (6) 

Rnd. 2. 2SC in every SC         (12) 

Rnd. 3. (1SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 6x       (18) 

Rnd. 4 – 5. 18SC                    (18) 

Fasten off, leave a long thread. 

 

Sew the hair on top of the head.  
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Ear (make 2)  

Acrylic yarn   

Rnd. 1. 6SC in MR          (6) 

Rnd. 2. 2SC in every SC         (12) 

Rnd. 3 – 4. 12SC          (12) 

Rnd. 5. (3SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 3x       (15) 

Rnd. 6 – 7. 15SC          (15) 

Rnd. 8. (4SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 3x       (18) 

Rnd. 9 – 10. 18SC          (18) 

Rnd. 11. (2SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 6x       (24) 

Rnd. 12 – 13. 24SC          (24) 

Rnd. 14. (7SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 3x       (27) 

Rnd. 15. 27SC          (27) 

Rnd. 16. (7SC, 2SC together) repeat 3x       (24) 

Rnd. 17. 24SC          (24) 

Rnd. 18. (2SC, 2SC together) repeat 6x       (18) 

Rnd. 19. 18SC          (18) 

Rnd. 20. (1SC, 2SC together) repeat 6x       (12) 

Fasten off, leave a long thread. 

Fold the ear and sew the bottom together. Sew the ear on the head touching the hair.  

 

 
 

Embroider the nose and sew the eyes on the face.  

 

Foot (make 2)  

Acrylic yarn 

Rnd. 1. 6SC in MR          (6) 

Rnd. 2. 2SC in every SC         (12) 

Rnd. 3. (1SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 6x       (18) 

Rnd. 4. (2SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 6x       (24) 
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Rnd. 5. (7SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 3x       (27) 

Rnd. 6. 27SC          (27) 

Rnd. 7. 25SC, 2SC together)        (26) 

Rnd. 8. (11SC, 2SC together) repeat 2x       (24) 

Rnd. 9. 24SC          (24) 

Rnd. 10. (10SC, 2SC together) repeat 2x      (22) 

Rnd. 11. (9SC, 2SC together) repeat 2x       (20) 

Fasten off. Stuff the foot, not too tight.  

Use crochet hook 5 and fluffy yarn 

Rnd. 12. 20SC          (20) 

Rnd. 13. (8SC, 2SC together) repeat 2x       (18) 

Rnd. 14. (7SC, 2SC together) repeat 2x       (16) 

Stuff a little bit. 

Rnd. 15. Close the foot with 8SC 

Fasten off. 

 

Make 2 toes with a thread of yarn.   

 

 
 

Look in the original pattern how to continue.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


